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  Guidelines 
 

Energy Auditing & Solar Installations 
for GP Offices 
 
Opportunity and Objectives 
In order to be credible amongst energy campaigns (such as Stop Coal, Facebook), Greenpeace (GP) 
must offer a real example and run everything on renewable energies (RE). An attractive and photogenic 
way is to have our own solar panels on the roof of the offices. Even more attractive would be for GP 
volunteers and staff to give a hand during construction. This would also provide an excellent 
opportunity to train our own people in solar energy. 
Saving energy is an important message of the energy [R]Evolution and usually cheaper than producing 
new renewable energy. Solar installation should, therefore, not be done without analyzing the energy 
situation beforehand (energy audit – another excellent training opportunity) and implementing energy 
saving measures.  
 
1.) Energy Audit - Determination of the Energy Requirement 
 
The determination of the energy requirement is a crucial step in realizing a solar photovoltaic (PV) 
installation. This is because it allows finding out the necessary peak power as well as the required size 
of the battery, the charge controller and the inverter, if the system is not connected to the national 
grid.  
 
a) How much power is being used = total electrical appliance X estimated time of use OR Electricity 

Bill. Ideally do both in order to get an accurate measure.  
b) How much can be saved through Energy Efficiency? What is not necessary, what can be switched 

off more frequently?   
c) How much power is needed (Total use – Energy Saving)? 

Calculate the number of solar panels needed, using this information and the amount of available 
sunlight for your area (www.gaisma.com) 

d) OR If you have no choice about the panels, then how much power will your panels give you? 
 
Example Kinshasa: The table below lists all the devices in the GP office in Kinshasa, DRC, and our 
respective energy audit. The devices exclusively requiring electricity from the grid are: the kettle, the 
microwave and the air-conditioning, and these also constitute half of the cost of global consumption. 
The idea in Kinshasa was to make the GP office 50% (or more) autonomous in terms of electricity via 
the sun, and thereby reduce the costs. 
 

Receiver/ 
Device Location Qty 

Consumption Power 
(W) 

Duration of use 
(h) 

Energy needs / day 
(Wh) - (Qty*W*h) 

Saving Lamps All staff Office 9 18 8 1’296 

Saving Lamps Toilet 2 18 2 72 

Saving Lamps Store Room 1 18 1 18 

Saving Lamps Kitchen 1 18 3 54 

Laptop All staff Office 9 65 8 4’680 

Desktop Meeting Room 1 200 8 1’600 

Print Meeting Room 1 350 1 350 

Router Meeting Room 1 15 8 120 

Modem Meeting Room 1 15 8 120 

Neon Lamps External  6 40 12 2’880 

Refrigerator Kitchen 1 154 7 1’232 
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Total energy needs /day (Wh)    12’422 
 
Example Johannesburg: see annex «results of energy audit and planned PV roof» 
 
Once you know the amount of power you need after installing energy efficient systems, what is left is 
either drawn from the grid or the battery bank (see points 5 and 6). 
 
2.) Acquisition of the Solar Panels 
 
a) If the panels have been donated, then make the installation work with the equipment that you 

already have.  
b) If you do not yet have a panel, the starting point is to see how many panels you need. Go to point 

1. 
 
3. a) Find Space for the Solar Panels 
 
There are a number of ways to install solar panels: 
 
A is usually the best option for maximum sun exposure !

 
 
B is best where the roof cannot be used, because it is not strong enough, too small or in the shade.  
 

 
 
C Façade works if there is no roof space or if sunshine exposure on the roof is limited. It maximises the 
space usage of the building. !
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Check points  
Is there enough space for solar panels? Perhaps you need to change location depending on how much 
space is available on ground or roof.  
Can the structure support solar panels?   
 
Example Kinshasa: After having determined the total peak power of the panels according to the 
following calculation formula… 
 

PV total peak power = daily energy requirement / (Rb X Ri X Ej) 
 
Rb = yield of the battery = 0.7 
Ri = residual yield of the installation = 0.85 
Ej = average sun radiation according to the worst month of the year = ±"4.2"KWh/m2/day!

 
…the surface of the Kinshasa panel deployment added up to 18,8m2.!

 
The roof is generally the ideal space for the installation of the solar panels (A), but in the case of the GP 
office in Kinshasa, two factors did not allow this: first of all, the roof is too high, and the tiles are 
slippery with a slope of 45°; thus the question of the security of the trainees arose. Second, we wanted 
to ensure the best possible solar radiation throughout the whole year. These two reasons encouraged 
us to choose another space along the wall of our fence, with the help of a holding frame (see photo 
below): 
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3. b) Determine Orientation of the Solar Panels 
 
If you are located in the northern hemisphere the panels must face south or as south facing as possible. 
If you are in the southern hemisphere the panels must face north or be as north facing as possible. 
 
Example Kinshasa: Kinshasa is a town located in the southern hemisphere at a latitude of 
04°18’57’’S, which leads to an orientation of the panels angled max. 10° to the north, according to the 
following table: 
 

Latitude Inclination 
L<10° I= 10° 
10°<L<30° I= L 
30°<L<40° I= L+10° 
L>40° I= L+15° 

 

 
Sketch of the orientation of the solar panels according to the positioning of the GP Kinshasa office  

 
PS: For Europe and Africa you can do power simulations at the following sites: 
http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/apps4/pvest.php and 
http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/apps4/pvest.php?lang=en&map=africa !

!
4.) Get Permission for the Use of the Space for the Solar Panels 
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If you own the concerned building or if your rental agreement allows for fixtures, this won’t be a 
problem. 
If, however, you do not own the building or the rental agreement does not allow for fixtures without 
written permission, you will need to submit a proposed plan for the solar panels, which should answer 
the following questions: How many panels, placed where, producing how much power, impact on 
functionality of space or building?  
According to the laws of your country/area, you might need a building permission and you will very 
likely need a contract with your local electricity company. Check, for example, with a local company 
installing solar panels (or website of your country's solar energy association). 
 
5.) Cost Savings (on-grid connections) 
 
How much money can you save by producing power with RE? Depending on the legislation in the 
respective area or country it is possible to save money in a variety of ways: 

• Feed in tariff (FIT) – Here you are given money back for surplus electricity placed in the 
grid  (i.e. a higher tariff than for the electricity you consume) 

• Net Metering: Here you gain credit for surplus electricity placed in the grid 
• Reverse Metering: Here you gain neither credit nor money, but your meter turns 

backwards, meaning that your bill is reduced 
 
Example Kinshasa: Total usage is 14’040 kWh / year, running up a bill of 1800 $USD / year. The 
installation provides an output of 6’579.36 kWh / year. 
Savings = 6’579.36 kWh X 0.12820$USD = 843.50 $USD / year (at 2013 electricity price) 
Details: 
' 16 solar panels of 240 Wp (1,56m x 0,79m / 15kg) each, Sunpower Corporation1 
' Total peak power of 3.8 kWp (normally the size of the installation requires 4.8Kwp, but the type of 

charge controller chosen compensates the missing 1 kWp) 
' Estimated energy production ≥ 4’472 kWh / year 
' Reduction of the electrical bill up to 843.50 $USD / year (at 2013 electricity price) 

 
Example Johannesburg: 
Total usage is 34'000 kWh / year. The output of the solar panels is 18'000 kWh / year. 
Saving = 18’000kWh X electricity tariff. 
Details: 
- 44 solar panels of 225 Wp (1,56m x 0,8m / 15kg) each, Sunpower corporation 
- Total peak power of 9.9 kWp (i.e. direct current power at maximum sunlight) 
- Estimated energy production ≥ 18’000 kWh / year 
- Reduction of the electrical bill up to 3’296.40 $USD / year (at 2012 electricity price) 

 
6.) Battery Bank (off-grid connections) 
 
If you are off grid because there is no other source of electricity OR to cater for irregularities in your 
power supply, then: battery power required = worst-case scenario (e.g. total usage for 1-2 days 
without power; more days without power are inadvisable, because in this case you will need too many 
batteries).  
 
The number of batteries is calculated using the following information: total power of solar panels, days 
of autonomy, estimated efficiency of the system. In order to always have enough electricity available 
you must produce some extra power, so off grid involves a lot of losses.  
 
Example Kinshasa: The energy audit showed a daily consumption of 12’422 Wh. Since the functioning 
of the installed solar system is off grid, an autonomy of 2 days has been defined in order to guarantee 
the electrical power supply of the office (also in the case of 2 days without incident sun radiation). 
Thus, in order to stock energy for 2 days of autonomy, according to our energy audit:  
- Energy to stock in Wh = 12’422 Wh x 2 = 24’844 Wh 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 http://us.sunpowercorp.com/cs/Satellite?blobcol=urldata&blobheadername1=Content-Type&blobheadername2=Content-
Disposition&blobheadervalue1=application%2Fpdf&blobheadervalue2=inline%3B+filename%3Dsp_225Eblk_en_ltr_ds_w.pdf&blobkey
=id&blobtable=MungoBlobs&blobwhere=1300265385167&ssbinary=true 
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- Energy to stock in Amps = 24’844 Wh / 24 Volts = 1’035.16 A 
- Capacity of the required battery in Ah = 1’035.16 Ah / 0.8 = 1’293.95 Ah 
- Type of the battery available on the market = 1’523 Ah 

 
N.B.: 
- 0.8 is the degree of permitted discharge by the producer of the battery 
- 1’293.95 Ah determines the 100% capacity of the installation 
- 1’523 Ah provides 118% to the installation, which leaves a margin of 18%  

 
Example Johannesburg: 
If the complete GP Africa Johannesburg office would run on an independent solar system (approximate 
calculation – but note that these things require detailed studies): 
Total production per day = 18'000 kWh/365 = 49 kWh/day (total usage must be reduced by about 50% 
!) 
Required battery capacity = 49 kWh x 2 days x 200% (as you should not run batteries down to more 
than half their capacity) = 196 kWh 
Batteries are sold in 'Ah': 196 kWh / 12V = 16'300 Ah, i.e. about 142 batteries of 115 Ah 
 
7.) Install the Solar Panels 
 
Please contact ysc@greenpeace.org if you are looking for a qualified person to perform your energy 
audit and solar installation. Additionally we recommend conducting the installation in the form of a 
training session for locals, in order to use this opportunity to disseminate the solar know-how among 
the domestic population. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More to read: 
• Hellen Dena, trainee at the Joh’burg energy audit & solar training: Solar Energy: The way of the 

future (2012) 
• Laswet Savadye, trainee at the Joh’burg energy audit & solar training: Maximising solar power: 

The better option (2012) 
• Annex: Results of the energy audit & details of the planned PV roof installation @ GP Africa 

office in Johannesburg (2012) 
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Results of the energy study & details of the planned PV roof installation, GP office, 
Johannesburg 
The energy study and PV roof planning are part of the one week solar training for GP volunteers and staff 
and not a professional engineering study. Not all data was available and many numbers had to be 
guessed.  

1. Energy study of the GP office 
1.1 Electricity bills 

The electricity meter readings from March 2010 to February 2012 have been analyzed. We can 
describe the actual situation as follows: 
 
Average electricity consumption without heating  
=	   1’200	   kWh	   /	   month	   =	   12’000	   kWh	   /	   year	   (R24’000	   /	   year)	   plus  extra for the winter 
months.  4 months are =	  10’400kWh	  /	  year	  (R20’800	  /	  year)	  for	  heating. 

 
Monthly electricity consumption (sum of three meters). The green square shows the base load of 
about	  1200	  kWh/month	  and	  the	  red	  curves	  the	  winter	  extra	  consumption	  of	  about	  10’400	  kWh. 
 
1.2 List of appliances and estimated time of use 

 
Three teams visited all offices and listed every electrical device. For every device, the hours of use 
during weekdays, week-end and winter-workdays	   were	   estimated.	   Our	   ‘simulated’	   office	   takes	  
into account 276 devices and has a base load of  
about	  1’500	  kWh	  /	  month	  =	  18’000	  kWh/year	  (25%	  overestimated)	  plus  
about	  11’000	  kWh	  /	  year	  for	  heating. 
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One aim of listing all devices is to be able to group them. We separated them into 

 Heat 
 IT,  
 Light,  
 Cooking 
 Others: 

 

Electricity consumption by topic (result of simulation).  
 Heating and hot water make up for almost half of the energy consumption. 49% 
 IT; computers, phones, printers, servers’	  etc	  28% 
 Others; fans, security etc 11% 
 Room and desk lights 8% 
 Cooking; fridge, water cooler, microwave etc 3% 
 
We STRONGLY recommend that the Greening committee and or the office management 
make use of the following suggestions.  
 
1.3 Advice to reduce electricity consumption 
While visiting the offices, our teams asked GP staff about where energy could be saved. Some of 
these suggestions combined with advice from our trainees and trainers, are listed below: 
 
Heating: 

 Staff wear jerseys during winter. 
 Install a timer on every	  ‘eco	  heater’1,  

                                                           
1 Similar to: 
http://www.brennenstuhl.de/content.php?Produkte%2FSteckdosenleisten%2C+Schaltger%C3%A4te+%26+Adapter%2FZeitschaltuhren%2FMechanischer+Count
down+Timer+MC+120&seite=shop/produkte.php&hauptrubrik=98&details=9501) 
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 Get rid of oil heaters,  
 Electric blanket on seat instead of room heating. 
 Long term -Install double glazing windows, insulate the house, move into or build eco 

friendly house 
 

 
Hot water: 

 Switch off big geysers, install a very small geyser in kitchen2 
Optimize illumination: 

 Replace all non efficient light bulbs, replace halogen spots by LED 
 Add movement or daylight detectors to outside lamps 

 Various items: 
 Turn off all unused appliances (example: DSTV in small board room uses 317 kWh / R630 

per year) 
 Get rid of the water cooler (365kWh / R730per year)? 
 Buy small water kettle with cup measurements 

IT: 
 Only buy the most energy efficient computers, servers, etc.  

 
2. The planned PV roof 
In order to give GP more credibility in energy issues, as much possible of the electricity 
consumption of the office should be covered by a grid tied PV system on the north and east face of 
the roof. North face has the highest irradiation by the sun, but the size is limited to 16 panels or 
less. The second best face is east, where all other panels can be installed. Technical data: 
 

 44 solar panels3 of 225 Wp (1,56m x 0,8m / 15kg) each, Sun power corporation 
 Total	  ‘peak	  power’	  9.9	  kWp (i.e. DC power at maximum sunlight) 
 Estimated energy production	  ≥	  15’000	  kWh	  /	  year 
 Reduction	  of	  the	  electrical	  bill	  up	  to	  30’000	  R	  /	  year	  (at	  2012	  electricity	  price) 

 
We can estimate that the investment is paid back in about 4 years (the panels are for free but 
inverters and work has to be paid). 
 
We have seen	   that	   the	  base	   load	  without	   heating	   is	   about	  14’400	  kWh	  per	   year.	  The	   solar	   roof	  
therefore covers this load, but not the consumption of the heaters during winter month. 
 
The inverters will be connected to the 3 phases of the power supply from City Council of 
Johannesburg / ESKOM. All electricity produced on the roof is either used within the building or 
fed	  back	   into	   the	  grid,	   turning	   the	  power	  meters	  backwards.	  This	   type	  of	   feedback	   is	   called	   ‘net	  

                                                           
2 Similar to: http://www.sustainable.co.za/dafi-dafi-kitchen-sink-water-heater-energy-efficiency.html 

3 http://us.sunpowercorp.com/cs/Satellite?blobcol=urldata&blobheadername1=Content-Type&blobheadername2=Content-
Disposition&blobheadervalue1=application%2Fpdf&blobheadervalue2=inline%3B+filename%3Dsp_225Eblk_en_ltr_ds_w.pdf&blobkey=id&blobtable=MungoBlo
bs&blobwhere=1300265385167&ssbinary=true 
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metering’.	   It	   seems	   to	   be	   accepted	   in	   South	  Africa,	   neither permitted nor forbidden by the law. 
There is no problem, as long as the electricity bill still has a positive value.  
 
In our case, there will be some month (December and January for instance), where the total 
produced energy is higher than the energy consumed, leading to a lower meter reading at the end 
of the month than at its beginning. This can either lead to a loss of money (ESKOM accepts this 
electricity	  but	  doesn’t	  pay	   for	   it)4 or to complaints.  It all depends on how often the meters are 
actually read; if they are only read once a year, the reading will always be positive, due to the high 
electricity consumption in winter for heating. 

  
Photoshop view of the north side of the 
building (by Andrew Orpen). 

Electricity meters of the City Council of 
Johannesburg. 

 
 
Michael Götz, Johannesburg, 9.10.2012 

                                                           
4 In a simulation with monthly meter readings, about 10% of the produced electricity was not counted by ESKOM, reducing the 
saved  money  to  28’000  Rand  per  year. 


